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Enchanted faces of mermaids, fairies, and fantasy girls await you in this pocket-sized coloring book

from artist Hannah Lynn! Perfect for toting around, or for when the mood strikes you to color within a

shorter time frame. HannahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s whimsical girls are well known for their adorable faces, and

have been collected around the world since 2006. This pocket-sized coloring book features 50

popular close-up illustrations, adapted from her portfolio of hand-illustrated artworks-with more

details to color than ever before! Printed Single-Sided, measuring 5.25" x 8". For heavier paper

options, visit HannahLynn.com
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This book is incredible. Hannah Lynn has given us a lovely subject matter for colouring. One that

appeals to both adults and younger adults. A refreshing change from mandalas and flowers

etc.Precis of details:50 images to colour - all different.Pocket sized, so ideal for travel or taking to

work in a purse or handbag.Single sided. This allows you to use markers as well as pencils. (Just

make sure you have a piece of card behind the image you are colouring, so as to prevent transfer to

the uncoloured image).Variety of images within a theme, but none have tiny intricate areas that

require a super sharp pencil.NO WALL PAPER!! (Yep that is a bugbear - that image that is just a

repeated pattern)I have all of Hannah's books, and hope we are going to see another pocket sized

version in the future. These are few and far between, and those which do exist? Either boring

subject matter (subjective I know) or have two of each image, leaving only 25 different ones to



colour. That is fine, and not a criticism, but I find I rarely want to colour the same image twice.A very

distinct style of colouring book that is neither too taxing, nor too simple. If I did change anything it

would be to make the paper a little thicker. But it is by no means the worst I have come across.

Love this book. I have her other main coloring book too. There are a few duplicates but not many

(probably like 3- 5 are reprints). I really appreciate this smaller size because it means my gel pens

will last longer. And I can color more! And I can take it with me in my purse! The paper is the same

quality as her other coloring book which should mean no bleed through. I have yet to color anything

as I just got this book a few hours ago. But I'm super excited to get started on it.

In the past I have purchased some of Hannah Lynn's coloring pages and cards, so I ordered this

mini book as soon as it came out. I love her style of drawing--I just wish I could do the faces as well

as she does.I do a lot of coloring on the go (while waiting for kids), so I love this small format. I also

have trouble finding time to do a full page, super complex page, so this is about right for my

attention span! I used colored pencils in the page I am uploading. But I think markers and gel pens

would work fine too.Book details:-Complexity varies from somewhat simple to much more

detailed.-Some pages are horizontal, some are vertical.-50 pages to color, single sided!-Bright white

paper (same quality as all the  Createspace publications)-Measures 5.25" x 8"-Cool little thumbnail

previews at the beginning of the book (see my photo)Adorable little book!

This is the smaller pocket sized book from Hannah Lynn. To be honest this is my favorite! I love the

smaller size :D. It makes it a little easier to get the page done a little faster. The pages have been

zoomed in rather than just shrunk down, so you don't have the irritatingly small details that are hard

to color in.Hannah Lynn's work is awesome and I just can't get enough of her books!! You can't go

wrong with this cute book!!You get 50 pictures of cute girls to color. They all have a ton of hair so

lots of practice with hair and skin!The pages are white, thin, single sided and non perforated.If you

use wet medium the paper might buckle.If you use Copics, Sharpies, or Bic Mark-Its it will bleed

through so I recommend putting some printer paper behind your coloring page so you don't ruin the

other pages.Water based markers work good as well as gel pens and pencils.The girls are drawn

with thick black lines so when I use pencils it makes the thick black lines look smudged so I go over

them with a black marker or ink pen when I'm finished. But make sure to take your time and let it dry

or it will smudge!!!There is enough detail so it takes a couple hours to finish a picture but not so

many details that it will take you days!



I'm reviewing under my husband's account since I order every thing on his because he has Prime.I.

Love. This. Book. The drawings are pretty and fun to color. It makes me want to be more creative in

my color palette. I'm a "trees are green, sky is blue" girl, but in this I feel like I could climb out of my

creativity box for a minute. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å I have a brain tumor which causes me painful,

sleepless nights, and I have been sucked into the adult coloring book frenzy to help focus on

something else on those nights. I'm constantly looking for new books and I'm sooo happy I got this. I

definitely recommend getting this one!!

Oh, my gosh. This artist is *so much fun* to color. I can't stress this enough. I love these

girls!Everyone else here has already told you about the paper and shown you the pages, so all I can

say is that for some reason, I find these girls to be an absolute joy to work on!I religiously buy the

books of a few different artists who specialize in 'girls' for lack of a better way of putting it--Tanya

Bond, Selena Fenech, heck, even Marty Noble and Ming-Ju Sun. These are my favorite girl book

artists and they all do my favorite girl books.Out of all these wonderful, amazing, talented artists, for

some reason I like Hannah Lynn's girls the most. I love doing their hair and their eyes. It's great that

the eyes are so huge, because you can make them ridiculously stunning. I really enjoy the vaguely

fairytale look some of the girls seem to have, and I really love the girls who veer into folktale

territory. Her girls with wolves are so lovely.I work with colored pencil (Polys and Prismas) almost

exclusively and the pages hang nicely to the pigments. One picture to a page. Buy now, buy all of

them, you'll smile the whole time!
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